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world hello X When I was expecting hello world hello X I've seen similar behaviour in perl 5.8.x. Is this a known bug and what is the 'perl way' of
working around it? Edit: The behaviour is a bug. it's fixed in 5.10.0 and the fix is in: A: $_ should be a lexically scoped variable, which means it should
be a local variable in each function. An exception is when it's created with use vars; like you have here: use vars qw($_); This makes $_ a lexically
scoped variable and has nothing to do with whether it's a global variable. To get around the bug in 5.8.x, just make sure you don't create global variables
with use vars;. This is the safest/best approach when your Perl is not under bug-busting forked versions. See also the docs on lexically scoped variables.
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